where Cp = Qp is the Tate field (the completion of a fixed algebraic closure Qp of Q) endowed with a unique norm | • \p such that \p\p = p~1.
Put 1 -C(p, /)X + ^(p)^0-^2 = (1 -a(p)X) (1 -^(p)^) e Cp [X] where a(p),Q;'(p) are the inverse roots of the Hecke polynomial; assume ordp0;(p) < ordpQ^p). Note, that with an embedding a^ 6 Jp one can associate the embeddings F '-> Q, F c -^ Cp and define a prime divisor p=p(o^)ofpinF attached to ai.
Let [m*,m*] be the critical strip for L (s, /^), where m^ = max{(feo -ki)/2} + 1, m* = min{(fco + ki)/2} -1. For a Hecke character \ of finite order, with conductor c(^), let G'(^) denote the Gauss sum; also define sgn(^) = sgn(^oo) = (^<r(x)) ^ Sgn^.
The aim of this paper is to prove the following result (stated in [Pa2; 8.2] without proof). THEOREM 1. -Put h = [max(ordp(a(p(^)) -(fco -^)/2))] -h l.Then for each sign CQ = {eo,a} € Sgn^ there exists a Cp-analytic function L'ô n Xp of type o(log^) with the properties :
(i) for all m € Z,m* < m ^ m*, and for all Hecke characters of finite order \ € X^6 with (-l)^^) = CO,<T (cr € Jp) the following equality holds : L^(^rn.D^^. . A(m,^)
is a certain constant depending only on Co and /.
(ii) If h < m* -m* -I-1 then the function L^ on 3£p is uniquely determined by conditions (i).
Remarks. -(i) Note that the quantities ^(a, /) are defined in terms of the corresponding "motivic data" M(/). In section 4 of his recent paper [Yo] Yoshida explained that the existence of these quantities is in agreement with the Shimura's paper [Shi] : take (ii) In Shimura's theory, to deduce an algebraicity theorem for L(m,/^) {m critical) itself, on would like to be able to divide by L(n,fp) for some integer n and some Hecke character of finite order p. In fact, by [Shi, Prop.4.1.6] we have L(s^f) ^ 0 for Re(5) >_ -.-, so, assuming (^ j-^o \ k° > 3, we can divide by L -----1, fp ) in this case. If ko = 2, A;o have to be even, and the only choice for n is n = -. By a recent result of A / k \ Rohrlich [Roh] we have in this case L ( -, fp ) 7^ 0, for some choice of p. First we give the Rankin type representation for the appropriate complex-valued distributions on the Galois group as a convolution with the Eisenstein series. In order to prove algebraicity properties of special values of distributions, we apply the holomorphic projection operator. In the proof of the growth conditions we use Atkin-Lehner theory and explicit form of Fourier coefficients of the corresponding modular forms. Then the p-adic L-function is constructed as the non-archimedean Mellin transform of the corresponding admissible measure.
We follow the notations and definitions from [Pal] , [Pa2] , [Shi] if otherwise is not stated.
Eisenstein series for Hilbert modular group.
Notation. For k = (fci,..., kn) € Z 71 and z = (^i,..., Zn) € C, we write
We recall the definition of Eisenstein series in the Hilbert modular case. Let a, b be arbitrary fractional ideals, 77 be a Hecke character of finite order of conductor e C Op such that rf {(x)) = sgn x 171 ' 1 for x = 1 mod e (here m • 1 == (m, ...,m), for m > 0 an integer ). Let q = (gi, ...,9n) ^ ^n -, q^ >, 0. Put
the summation being taken over a system of representatives (c, d) of equivalence classes with respect to the 0]p -equivalence relation for nonzero elements in a x b given by (c, d) ~ (nc, ud) with u C 0]p. The above series can be extended to functions on the adelized group GA so that We shall need the explicit form of Fourier expansion of the Eisenstein series.
PROPOSITION ( [Ka] , [Pal; 4.4.2] ). -For s e Z such that V^ s-q^O we have the following Fourier expansion :
for r G Z, r » 0 .
Let ^, p be Hecke characters of finite order of conductor m, n respectively, such that x{x^) = sgn(^)^ p{x^) = sgn^oj*, where 9 = (qi,'",qn),t = (^i,...,^) e Z" (parity of \, p respectively). Assume that q+t = I • l(mod 2Z 71 ) for some / e N. Then there exist modular forms 9i{x)^ 9r(x) ^ Mi.i(mn,-)cp) such that L(s,gi^)) = Ln(5,p) • ^(5 + 1 -l,x), L{^9r(x)) = L^s + 1 -Z,p). L^x) (see [Shi, p. 660] ).
Algebraicity theorem.
Let / e Mk(c,^) be a primitive cusp form of type (A;,'0), where A;i=...= A;n(mod 2), i.e. / is a "motivic" form. Then We have the following fundamental result of Shimura (see [Shi, ) : m ^(fe*+^/^(x)) ^^ ^ . .* , .
(1)
Let r(Z) := /i*(Z) -/i+(Z) -1 = fc° -I -1. We have a sequence of modular formŝ (r)(x), l(r) = fc° -r -1, r = 0,1,..,A;° -2, <(r). 1 = <?+t(mod 2Z 71 ). Now, fixing the sign eo as in Theorem 1, we choose p = p(eo) so that ,(^°-^),o.
Then (1) is equivalent to the following : 
Complex valued distributions on Galp associated with the Hilbert modular form.
We define a family ^ = ^ (€0) , r = 0,1,..., k° -2 of complex-valued distributions in the following way : The operators F|q, /|t/(q)5 /|jc are defined in [Pal, p.124] , [Shi, p.655] .
The Rankin integral representation.
First let us specialize the integral representation of Rankin type (see [Shi, 4.32] ) to our situation :
The method by which the right hand side can be explicitely calculated is based on an application of the trace operator (see [Pal, p.136] ). Actually, we obtain the following representation for the values of the distributions : (-^F^8) i/ x (-470^(5,0^, CM.
Application of the holomorphic projection operator.
In order to prove algebraicity properties of special values of distributions, we apply a certain holomorphic projection operator to the Hilbert automorphic form is absolutely convergent and admits an analytic continuation over s to the point 5=0.
Here we use the notation : and suppose that the integral is absolutely convergent.
Put
Hol(F) = (Hoi (Fi),.., Hoi (Ffc)), Hol(F^(^))=^aA(Oe^(^).
Then Hol(F) € Mk(^"> ^)and for any cusp form g € «Sfc(c, ^) we have that <p,F>c=<^,Hol(F)>c.
The proof of the proposition is carried out in a similar way to that of the Proposition 4.7 in [Pal] , where the case of scalar vector weight was treated (see also [Ka] ), so we omit the proof. From Proposition in Section 2, we plainly obtain (see [Pal, , for a similar calculation) the following PROPOSITION. -V,\^) has the following Fourier expansion : Proof. -The existence follows from the definition of /^. We now check the growth condition; we can suppose that a € Op. Prom the section 8 we obtain :
). x mod m From the Atkin -Lehner theory it follows that the congruences in the above theorem are sufficient to check for the following number A ffor 1 = 0 mod m) :
mod m ^=ei+^2,^i»o,^2:»ô sgn^(d) •^•(Wx-1 )^) n ^te,.,^,j). Now, taking into account the explicit form of the Fourier coefficients for )(Xmo) (see [Shi] , p 660) and taking summation over all \, we obtain : x Aw-^-1 •^(t;: 1 )^ • n p^$2,.,^,j). where Pg_i(j) is a polynomial of degree q -1 in j.
The assertion follows.
n Let us continue the proof of the theorem. Firstly, ]~[ P^ ($2,1/5 $i/?j) is i/=i n the polynomial of degree ^ ^ in variable j ; note also that Pg ($2,1^ (ivj) v=i is homogeneous of degree q^ in variables $2,i/ and $^. On the other hand,
